HEAVY CARS CRASH; FIFTEEN ARE DEAD

COLLISION ON TROLLEY ROAD INJURES 25 OTHERS

Cars Meet at Vermont Bound for East From 12th Ave. and Oregon Kill Them.

PHILADELPHIA, June 19—Twenty-five people were killed and at least 150 injured, mostly children, when a north-bound street car and a south-bound trolley collided on Broad Street near the Vermont Avenue crossing today. The death toll is the highest recorded in the city's history.

The accident occurred at theeleventh hour, when most of the students were just starting home from school. The street car was being used by the public as a school bus, and the trolley was carrying children from the city's public schools.

Barn Fire is Government

Five Men and 25 Horses Burn to Death in Granbury

In Granbury, five men and 25 horses were burned to death in the town's barn yesterday. The incident occurred when the barn caught fire, and efforts to extinguish it failed.

The men were working on the farm when the fire broke out, and they were unable to escape. The horses were trapped inside the barn and perished.

Deschutes Bids 7% For Thirty Days

Right of Way Is Only Obstacle.

Proposals Will be Offered to Power Companies.

Three Construction Crews Will Be Work as Work When Troubles Are Allotted.

The Deschutes River Power and Light Company has offered a bid of 7 percent for the right of way in thirty days. The company plans to offer work to the power companies, and the work will be done as soon as possible.

Siegel Mystery Is Deeper Than Ever

Father Believes Daughter Still Alive

SEES ELSIE IN WASHINGTON

Police Hunt Chihamen, Reported on Way to Panama

MOTHER NOW PROSPECTED

Labour of New York Movers Is Ordered by Telegram Inscribed "Mays" Believed Approved.

The investigation of the mysterious disappearance of Mrs. Mays continues. The police are searching for the missing woman, and the search will be widened to include New York City.

SIEGEL MURDER MYSTERY IS DEEPER THAN EVER

Father Believes Daughter Still Alive

SEES ELSIE IN WASHINGTON

Police Hunt Chihamen, Reported on Way to Panama

MOTHER NOW PROSPECTED

Labour of New York Movers Is Ordered by Telegram Inscribed "Mays" Believed Approved.

The investigation of the mysterious disappearance of Mrs. Mays continues. The police are searching for the missing woman, and the search will be widened to include New York City.

MILLIONAIRES NOW CLERK ON BOWERY

Cynic W. field's Son Seeks REGISTRATION IN SLUMS

Cable-Logan's Wife Is Trying to Win Back Position in Society by Honors Labor.

NEW YORK, June 20—Mr. Logan, the millionaire, has offered a $10,000 reward for the capture of the men who shot his son, Cynic W. Field, in the Bowery. The reward is the largest ever offered for the capture of a criminal in the city.

NEW YORK IS SHIVERING

Mercury Endures in Heavy Showers in New York

The mercury is dropping sharply in New York City. The temperature has fallen to a low of 50 degrees, and the forecast indicates a further drop.

HARRIMAN ILL AND WEAK

Time to Return to Vanity Fair Will Drink Carlsbad Water
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Time to Return to Vanity Fair Will Drink Carlsbad Water

VANITY FAIR, June 20—Mr. Harriman, the railroad magnate, is returning to Vanity Fair to drink Carlsbad water. He is suffering from a case of indigestion, and his doctors have ordered him to drink the water.

SICKNESS ATTACKS TOWN

Mississippi Ranchers Leave for San Francisco
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Mississippi Ranchers Leave for San Francisco

MISSISSIPPI, June 20—Sickness is spreading through the town. The ranchers are leaving for San Francisco to escape the disease.

DRAFT FLIGHTS FROM WINE

Three Brands of Wine Will Be Served in the Market

DRAFT FLIGHTS FROM WINE

Three Brands of Wine Will Be Served in the Market

The market is offering three brands of wine to its customers. The wines are specially selected, and the market is offering them at a reduced price.

NEW DIRIGIBLE CAN FLY

Carrie's New Flyer-Built in New York

NEW DIRIGIBLE CAN FLY

Carrie's New Flyer-Built in New York

The dirigible is now ready for its first flight. It has been built by the Carrie company, and the dirigible is expected to be a success.

MRS. GOULD THINKS 134 GOWNS LIMIT

Might Scrap through Season on Them.

REALLY NEEDS MORE, THOUGH

New York Woman Issues List of Necessary Dresses.
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New York Woman Issues List of Necessary Dresses.

Fearing to Be Through Enamoration, Defendant in Noted Divorce Case Tests Jewel Valuation for Society Women.

HALE BARRONNS WANTS TIE IN BOWERY

Why Calhoun Returns from John L. Lewis's Father in Order to Write the Bowery

Why Calhoun Returns from John L. Lewis's Father in Order to Write the Bowery

CALHOUN'S FATE RESTS WITH JURY

Has Been Debated for Hours Already.

SAN FRANCISCO IN SUSPENSE

Defendant Chats and Laughs With Attorney.

HENRY'S CLOSING WORDS

Expression of Time Forces Him to Those Away News and Make Photo—Jury Returns Quiz for Information.

NEW YORK, June 19—Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Barron, the defendants in the Calhoun-Barron divorce case, have been debating in court for hours. The jury has been debating the case for hours, and the jury is expected to return its verdict soon.

HARRY MURPHY NOT ONLY DRAWS HIS WEEKLY QUOTA OF HUMOROUS PICTURES, BUT HE GROWS OH, SO POETIC